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Chapter 1.
Information

Figure 1.1: Representation and reality[8]. (check permission) (redraw)

1.1. Information and Representation
1.1.1. Information tells us about the WorldInformation tells us about the world. It helps us interat with others, make deisions and perhapsentertain us We may learn about the world from diret observation. I may see that you're wearing redshoes today. Or, we may learn about he world from other people. For instane, we wath the televisionto �nd out who won the big game. Or, we might ask a friend \Where are my shoes"?Information also helps people work better. It helps a farmer �nd best praties for growing rops andit helps an oÆe worker keep in touh with olleagues. Information is ritial to signi�ant deisionsranging from health are to international poliy.Information an be personal or an ideosynrati, or widely appliable to all human beings. It an beused immediately and lost or stored and aessed for later use. It may be stored in books, in databases,or in photos for years before it aessed. Information neessarily involves a model to organize andinterat with it. Representation as struture vs funtion.
1.1.2. Representations and AbstractionsRepresentations go hand-in-hand with information, they hold the information. They are abstrationswith �lter out details. We take an expansive view of the sope of information. We do not make the usualdistintion between data sand information. Rather, than making a simple binary distintion we proposethat suh information is evaluated in many di�erent ways and that it's best to onsider the variety oftehniques separately. Beause information helps people to make preditions about their environment,it is natural to develop systems for them to organize, aess, and use information. Representations areused for searh engines, planning, problem solving, and design.
Representations hold potential information. Representation is the logial ontent but by our de�nitioninformation reets the world in some way. Representations di�er greatly in their ompletely, in theirstability, and in their aessibility for human inspetion and understanding. A representation



2 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13aptures some aspet of the world as an \abstration". Fig. 1.2 shows stages in the development anduse of a representation. Every representation is aompanied by tehniques for using or reonstrutingits ontent, and the \model" is the ombination of the representation with those routines.Objets and Events
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Figure 1.2: The components of a very simple information system. Information processing occurs both during
encoding and during retrieval. The box shows the “model” which is the combination of the representation and
associated information processing.Every representation leaves something out. Thus, there may be a \representational bias". Plaingitems into a ategory that is not a perfet �t reates representational bias. That is, the representationalsystem a�ets what is aptured. The properties of the ategory are assumed to belong to that item.Alternatively, important events whih do not �t into any ategory may simply be ignored (4.3.0). Someinformation whih does not �t neutrally into the representation. It may not ome pakaged the waywe need it, it may be squeezed into ategories into a ategory where it doesn't �t, or may simply belost. Moreover, ategories are not always useful; people an over-generalize.Indeed, the need for the distintion between ategorial and numerial representations is debated.Categorial representations are essential for symboli proessing but numerial proessing ould ap-proximate traditional ategories. Still others emphasize proesses. Even sequenes of DNA an serveas representations.

Static RepresentationsCategories are abstrations. Mathematial funtions are also abstrations. The points in the graph onthe left of Fig. 1.3 are well desribed by a straight line.
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Figure 1.3: A straight line can be an effective representation to describe a set of data points (left). However, the line
is less satisfactory if the points are scattered (center) or if a curved line may be a better representation (right). A
representation that fits curved lines will be more complex.Math and logi may be thought of as meta-representation frameworks. Mathematial equations areone type of representation. One basi distintion is between disrete (symboli) and ontinuous repre-sentations.

Representing and Modeling Events, Sequences, and ProcessesThe terms representation and model may be used interhangeably. We make the distintion that arepresentation is stati while a model is dynami or, at least, is used to desribe a dynami proess. Aomputer program or simulation may use the model to generate a result for a given set of onditions.Events and sets of events. Proess models. Knowledge as an embedded proess. Proedures (suh asreipes) programs, and simulations.
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Figure 1.4: Modeling tools may also be used to complete specific tasks without emulating a natural processes.
(check permission)

Ingredients Directions

2 3
4

cups all-purpose flour Step 1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees F (190 degrees C). In a small bowl,
1 tsp. baking soda stir together flour, baking soda, and baking powder. Set aside.
1
2

tsp. baking powder Step 2. In a large bowl, cream together the butter and sugar until
1 cup butter, softened smooth. Beat in egg and vanilla. Gradually blend in the dry

ingredients.
1 1

2
cups white sugar Roll rounded teaspoonfuls of dough into balls, and place onto ungreased

1 egg cookie sheets.
1 tsp/ vanilla extract Step 3. Bake 8 to 10 minutes in the preheated oven, or until golden.

Let stand on cookie sheet two minutes before removing to cool on
wire racks.

Figure 1.5: Example of a procedure. In this case, a recipe for cookies. (check permission)Aountability for the proesses from soures suh as organizational ontrol, professional oversight,legal restritions, and politial proesses.Modeling as desription or modeling as predition. A proess an store (or enode) information if itauses ations to be more e�etive. Presumably, there is neessarily a limited ontext in whih a modelapplies. The ability of a model to math omplex ativities depends on how well the representationand proessing math the task.
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Figure 1.6: A simple model may emulate a natural process. Given the same input (the IVs), the output of a model
(i.e., the DVs) should match the output of the natural process it is emulating.There are many possible features on whih to fous so the �rst step is the identi�ation and seletionof features.Simulations as information resoures whih need metadata. The atual results beome a goal or atarget. Nonetheless, these models reet natural situations. model may be abstrated and used togenerate new responses for situations beyond those from whih it was originally developed. Many ofthese environments and systems are too omplex to model aurately, and many details are lost. Itis helpful to develop several related models, eah of whih speializes in di�erent aspets of the same



4 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13task. Later, we will onsider appliations of models suh as student models, domain models, and taskmodels. For eah model, there may be multiple levels of goals or targets and these may even onitwith eah other.
Abstractions of ProcessesAny representation an be onsidered an abstration, it leaves out details. However, the idea of abstra-tion usually refers to inreasingly general systems for solutions to handle a family of related situations.Tools for developing suh proedures and proesses. Abstration of properties. Abstration of proesses.Abstration of behavior. Workows are instanes of proess abstrations.

1.1.3. Structure, Languages, and Context
Information Structure and Information ArchitectureInformation arhiteture is a broad term whih suggests a design plan for the struture and aes-sibility of information. This involves aspets of the layout and the oneptual struture (6.3.5, 7.3.1).Typially, the information arhiteture applies aross and help to provide ontinuity to an entire website. Wireframes as shematis for a page and site. Wikipedia as oneptual organizing system.Struture is broad but essential. We have already seen examples of information struture in taxonomiesof lasses but they many also be organized by rote systems suh as alphabetial order.Another ommon type of information struture in based on attributes. Tables present attribute valuesfor instanes of a ategory. Many of these strutures are used in visualization (9.6.5, 11.2.5). There is ahallenge of mathing the presentation struture to the oneptual struture. There are multiple stru-tures. Intentional struture versus derived struture. Furthermore, struture an support interativity.Visualization (11.2.5). Hierarhies.Building intranets and doing enterprise ontent management. Implement lifeyle.
Natural LanguagesNatural languages, those languages used by human beings, ombine symbols in a omplex struture.Compare the sentene \The robber was desribed as a tall man with a blak mustahe weighing 150pounds" with \The robber was desribed as a tall man weighing 150 pounds with a blak mustahe".In the �rst sentene, ommon sense aside, the struture suggests that the robber's mustahe weighed150 pounds. The seond sentene, omposed of the exat same words, onveys a more plausible, thoughperhaps less amusing, meaning (6.2.3). Struture, espeially that of a natural language, is referred to as\syntax". Syntax is ontrasted with \semantis," or meaning.Language allows people to ommuniate omplex information. At the level of ulture and soiety,language and writing are related to the development of omplex soial organizations that are omposedof semi-autonomous units oordinated for a goal. Symbols may be ombined into larger meaningfulunits. Sometimes, the omposition of symbols simply modi�es the original and sometimes it reates amuh riher meaning suh as disourse, explanations, and narrative. Convseumersation as a modelfor interativity.
UnderstandingUnderstanding the Dilbert artoon in Fig. 1.7 seems easy, but to even begin to understand this artoon,the reader must know that the speakers are in an oÆe, that the man in the suit is the boss, thatnetworking is a mysterious art to the layperson, and that rodeos are held in plaes where there is hay.In short, without the proper ontext, a reader would have trouble even understanding this artoon,muh less �nding it funny. Beyond what is overed in the representations. Not everything is in words.Pragmatis. Disourse maro-strutures.Individual words (or symbols) have very little meaning in isolation, rather, their meaning omes fromtheir relationship to other things. A smile may indiate a greeting in one ontext and irony in another.When a situation is desribed by a sign or a set of symbols, many of the subtleties of its ontext are
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Figure 1.7: Note how much context must be inferred to understand the pictures. (redraw)(check permission).lost. Consider how a personal photo seems hollow in omparison to the original event or meaningless toa stranger; that is beause muh of the ontext is missing. However, by its nature, ontext is diÆultto represent aurately. User engagement with information resoures and making meaning.Understanding an measured by the ability to behave and respond appropriately in novel situations.
1.1.4. Concepts, Signs, and Symbols

ConceptsConepts are the units of thinking. They are often related to words but they not map diretly toindividual words (Fig. 1.8). Conepts model ould be similar to ategory prototypes (2.1.3);As units of meaning, onepts are Meaning, semiotis, and signs. Relationship to belief systems (4.5.0).Two senses of oneptual models. As desribed above, models attempt to represent some proessin the world. Some models are physial (e.g., an airplane in a wind tunnel) but other models arepurely oneptual. Coneptual models are used for desription and design. For instane, data models
(3.9.0) are used to desribe databases. UML and OO modeling for oneptual models. Even equations.But, these are disrete models based on entities. Representing semantis rather than surfae level.Coneptual-dependeny theory.Impliit oneptual models. Belief systems. Navigation. Disourse ommunities.

Signs and SignalsOn one hand, it's obvious that a piture is not the same as the objet it represents. On the other hand,we may not make that distintion lear. Semiotis. Graphial semiotis. For instane, maps (9.10.5) relyheavily on the relationship of symbols to physial spae.
Object Symbol
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Concept

Figure 1.8: here is a view of the relationship of symbols, objects, and concepts. Meaning triangle (adapted from
Sowa). In this viewpoint, symbols are distinguished from Concepts. However, other models do not propose such a
strong separation of concepts from symbols.

Strctured DescriptionsDesriptions of information or physial objets.
1.2. InteractivityWhen a person interats with an information system by making a query or by following a hyperlink,they retrieve resoures that are presented by the system, ombination with other resoures.
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1.2.1. Interacting with People and ComputersInformation behavior later. Interator's model. Experiene management not just for entertainment butalso for learning and therapy.
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Figure 1.9: In a conversation, each participant between a user and an information system. The user and information
system may tailor their responses to each other. Moreover, they may be affected by the environmental context. We
would say the user has a mental model of the computer and that the computer has a user model. (smaller)

Speaker A Speaker B

How do I get to Berlin?
You should take the 10 o’clock train.

Do I need a passport?
No, not anymore.

Figure 1.10: Interaction with an information system may be viewed as a type of dialog. Here we could imagine that
Speaker B was natural language interface. Beyond verbal interaction, all types of interfaces need to have properties
of a dialog.The sequene of the interation.People interat with information all the time. Most of this information is routine but some typesof information are ritial. People may work hard to get the information they need. This an beinterating with information systems but it an also be interating with other people. Furthermore,individuals and groups spend a great deal of time organizing information. Task-oriented versus leisure-oriented information behaviors. There are many aspets of information behavior and information usebeyond information retrieval whih we onsider in other hapters.Mixed initiative dialogs. Virtual events. Rendering speed.A lot of what people do is soial. Information is the glue that makes human soial interation unique.Language use is instrumental. To varying degrees, people often try to take advantage of situations.When two people interat, eah forms a model of the other and uses that model to interpret what theother means. One person may ome to understand the other person's sense of humor, and when they arejoking and when they are not. Indeed, this model formation is a property of all mutually interativesystems inluding people interating with omputers. Human beings have developed language as asystem to transmit information from one person to another. The key turning in the lok to announethe mother oming home is a good preditor of her arrival, but it is not intended to announe thearrival; that is, she does not intend to use the sound of the key as a signal of her arrival. However, themother might all the hild's name or say \I'm home." That is an intentional, diret transmission of



1.2. Interactivity 7information through language. For language to ommuniate information suessfully, there must beagreement about the meaning of symbols. Although this agreement is largely de�ned by the arbitraryassignations of meaning to words or phrases, as may be de�ned in a ditionary, agreement is also basedon shared experienes, inluding ultural expetations and eduation. A message suh as \This is theend of the line" may mean one thing to the sender and something entirely di�erent to the reipient(Fig. 1.11). Soial systems are extremely omplex and an be adaptive.
���cfm ���cfm
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Figure 1.11: Communication is an exchange of information between people, but it does not result in both participants
having exactly the same interpretation. One part of the interaction is consideration of the motives of the other
participant in the interaction.Mobile phones minimize the possibility of getting away from work. Timing and nature of work.Argumentation, soial media, and interation.

Social Rules and Norms Norms Self presentation onstrained by norms Norms and onversationalmaxims. We desribe the onsious violation of norms for gain as gamesmanship.
1.2.2. Discourse and NarrartiveWe desribed language briey. Doing things with language.Tasks, work, ativities. Explanation, narrative, argumentation, and The fous in on what is oneptu-ally meaningful rather than what is easily strutured and manipulated.Genres.Indeed, narrative seems to be a way that people analyze the world. Narrative stories. Events andproesses. Narratives are a way of organizing the world. Narrative. Causation. Building onep-tual models. Stories and indiators of what is important to people { an indiator of a essential gist.Representing haraters. Drama and yber-drama (11.5.3). Dynami storytelling.
1.2.3. Information and Social OrganizationInformation is interwoven with soial interation; the development of information systems a�ets thedevelopment. The exhange of information is a fundamental human ativity. The shading and timingof that information exhange for personal bene�t is also typially human of omplex soial organization(Fig. 1.13). The importane of information in modern soiety is evident in the many information-intensive soial institutions suh as shools and libraries as well as the prominene of information serviesin government. Siene is a set of proedures for generating knowledge has shaped our tehnologialsoiety. Similarly, the ease of olletion and dissemination of large amounts of data greatly inreasessoial omplexity. Soial needs help determine the ways information systems are developed so thatthere is a soio-tehnial interation. Open Soiety.An information-based soiety depends on being able to trust the work of professional journalists, reordskeepers, and sientists.

Constraints and the Strength of Weak TiesIf there are enough weak ties, umulatively they may exert a strong e�et. Network of onnetions.Biologial bases. Situatedness of soial interation. Context. But, this does not imply that they are



8 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13arbitrary. They may be viewed as omplex systems. Numerial models are better for desribing on-straints and probabilities. Proesses from personal deisions to language omprehension to eonomismay be desribed as balaning omplex onstraints.
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Figure 1.12: Constraint network. (redraw) (check permission)

CultureThe way that information is presented and used an have lasting impat on both the ations of asoietal group and its onsiousness. Fables an provide simple and easily remembered lessons thatbeome part of soiety's olletive ultural heritage. This an be ontentious beause of the diÆulty ofde�ning ulture (5.8.2) and ultural artifats. Culture as shared understandings. Culture is most loselyassoiated with aspets of fundamental human needs.Information systems have indiret e�ets on the user and the user's organization or soial ontext.Ambiguities in what aspets of ulture need to be preserved. Colletive memory.Culturnomis. Indiators of ulture.Meme.Information tehnologies and systems interat with human ulture. Writing and ivilization developedsimultaneously. Papyrus allowed early libraries to develop, the transistor radio enouraged the devel-opment of rok-and-roll, and the omputer and omputing networks, among many other e�ets, havereated video games and made long-distane ommuniation easy. Stored information helps people tomake good preditions.
Figure 1.13: Written language is associated with the development of complex social structures. In this case, written
Mayan, accompanied urban development in Central America. (check permission)

Social PolicyPoliy statements guidelines for shaping soiety. Freedom of information is interdependent with mar-ket eonomis and demoray. Indeed, information is almost always developed to failitate meetinghuman needs. In a soial situation, essential information about the situation is obsured either bysheer omplexity or by intentional manipulation of appearanes. This tendeny may be orreted bytranspareny and dislosure. Cultural fators and freedom of information. Behavioral insights intoframing poliy.
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1.2.4. Planning, Design, and Designed EnvironmentsModels apture and then may be used to reprodue some aspet of the world. However, models an alsobe used for generating novel senarios. This an be through design. Design is seeking a preferred state
[11]. Handling omplexity with design. Creating struture and proesses not just artifats. Designingindividual features versus seeing the whole. Design as an essential part of engineering (9.4.4). Seondarydesign (reuse for an unexpeted purpose). Ambient design inorporates tehnology into the usersenvironment. For instane, a olored light in your home might indiate the outside temperature.

Figure 1.14: Maya animation Tool. (check permission)Abstrations fous attention on spei� features. but in other regions they an also lead to pooroutomes. Over-reliane on one set of onditions may lead to disruption when onditions hange.\Design ontinues in use." Pratie-base design. Manipulate, build, and apply information for physialobjets. Soial-tehnial systems. Creating artifats and environments for ollaboration. Collaborativedesign ativity (3.8.0).Coordination. Artiulation.
1.3. SystemsMany di�erent types of systems. Stati versus adaptive systems. Goal-oriented systems.
1.3.1. Entities, Discrete Systems, Sub-systems, and Syste m AnalysisGeneral systems theory. Cirulatory system, Respiratory system. Systems and proesses interationsamong the omponents. Complex environments may be modeled as systems [15]. There ould be envi-ronmental systems, soial systems, and medial systems. A system is a representation that integratesindividual omponents and oordinates the interation among these omponents. People often fail tounderstand the omplexity of systems. This omplexity ampli�es the tendeny to fous on details. Inmany ases, the person should fous on analyzing the interplay of fators. Systems may be entirelyself-ontained; these are alled losed systems. By omparison, open systems interat with their envi-ronment. While it possible to understand the behavior of omplex systems when the environment isrelatively stable, by the very de�nition of open systems, it is always possible that the environment willhange and the system will reat in very unpreditable ways.
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Figure 1.15: A closed system (left) has clear boundaries whereas an open system (right) interacts and merges into
its environment. A organization situated in society is an example of an open system in which the external forces of
the society affect the organizational processes. (check permission) (redraw)Systems an be often deomposed into sub-systems. The human body is said to have a irulatorysystem, a reprodutive system, a nervous system, and a respiratory system Though, the boundaries



10 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13between these sub-systems are not always very lear. Systems use information for ontrol but morebroadly, many systems proess, store, and allow retrieval of information. System analysis attempts todetermine the omponents and relationship of the omponents of systems. Systems analysis is appliedfor requirements spei�ation (7.9.1). Desribing and re-designing systems. This may inlude attemptsto develop models of the organization.Systems as ows and proedures. System analysis is the study and desription of systems whih iswidely used in organizational design and hange. Yet, most system-analysis models do not onsidernon-linearity.
Control Systems and Adaptive SystemsControl systems whih respond to and provide information about other parts of systems are ommonin many systems.Information may be used for automated proess monitoring and adaptation. Simple notion of ontrolfrom a signal. The information may signal when to move to a new state or the basi model has simplefeedbak with a ontroller (Fig. 1.16).It is ommon for suh systems attempt to attempt maintain urrent onditions (i.e., homeostasis). Anexample is that people eat when they are hungry presumably with the goal of keeping their blood sugarstable. In traditional ontrol theory, this is known as a ontrol point. Another example is a thermostat.In a thermostat there is a set point - a target temperature. In systems without suh targets, it's possiblefor the system to run out of ontrol. Cybernetis and mehanisms of ontrol [16]. Traditional view offeedbak ontrols a single parameter but with omputing systems, the ontroller itself an be modi�ed.Fig. 1.16 shows one adaptive element (left) and oupled adaptive elements (right).
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Figure 1.16: Feedback uses the output of a process to affect how to control that process. In simple feedback
systems such as a thermostat, the controller has a highly predictable control function. However, many complex
systems have adaptively at many different levels. One way that might happen is with a double loop model as shown
on the right.

Dynamical SystemsDynamial systems ( A.10.2). Feedbak models suh as those in Fig. 1.16 allow only limited adaptation.Beyond simple adaptation, learning is a hange in a representation. This may be through a onsiousproess of knowledge disovery. Or, it an be more spontaneous. The information whih has beenreeived is aptured by the representation. Learning requires an adaptive representation. Some modelsare adaptive; they adjust representations and proesses to math hanging onditions (Fig. 1.17). Byomparison to most adaptive systems, human learning is partiularly omplex and people seem to havemulti-layered and highly adaptive representations.In some ases, two omplex systems or subsystems interat with eah other. When this interationhanges both of them, they are said to be o-evolving (Fig. 1.18).
1.3.2. Complex SystemsMany systems and very omplex with many feedbak loops. Some of those will eventually reah anequilibrium while others will not.
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Figure 1.17: Imagine a system that produces a regular pattern (dark line) across time and a model that is trying to
adapt to it (light line). The model will be successful at matching the target only if it has an adequate representation
and learning algorithms. In this example, by the end of the sequence, the model seems to have learned the phase
but has trouble matching the sharp angles of the original pattern.

Figure 1.18: Co-evolving systems.Complex systems an survive in equilibrium for long periods. In other ases, they are notoriouslyunstable [12]. But, even among omplex systems, there are di�erent levels of uidity.Complex systems typially are non-linear models whih show emergene, that is they show a suddenshift to a new rih struture. An emergent property is one whih is not readily predited from thelower-level elements.Complex systems may hit a tipping point. Attempts to ontrol omplex systems an lead to unintendedonsequenes. Risk that omplex systems may fail atastrophially.

Figure 1.19: A small example of complex system. Complex systems have many feedback loops and non-obvious
behavior. Indeed, these systems behave like multi-loop feedback mechanisms. They adapt in a way that maintains
the overall stasis; but when change occurs, it is precipitous. (check permission)(redraw)Simulation and predition.Agent-based models for psyhology, soiology, alife.Emergent strutures.
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1.3.3. Self-Organizing SystemsIn some ases, very omplex and highly strutured systems seem to arise spontaneously where there isno entral ontrol. Coordinated group behavior suh as paks and oking (Fig. 1.20). Three rules ofoking[9]: Separation, Alignment, Cohesion. Human soiety itself may be seen as a omplex adaptivesystem but it is extraordinarily omplex and adaptive.

Figure 1.20: (left) Swarm intelligence can be seen in the coordination of flying bats leaving a cave; although each
individual is acting independently.‘ The entire group has creates a coherent structure. (right) Building by autonomous
termites. (check permission)More formally, we an say that some omplex systems develop a stable equilibrium without externalontrol. Other systems are ompletely haoti and never develop a stable pattern. Fig. 1.21 shows atube daner whih is a plasti tube plaed on top of a powerful fan.Emergent systems have high-level regularities whih emerge from seemingly random patterns at lowerlevels. There are many examples. Culture and soiety are omplex systems. Biology, eonomis, andeven soiety itself are examples; typially, these struture inentives. But, many of these very omplexsystems are not stable. We an see evidene of this instability in the failure of the eonomi system. Themay show haoti behavior ( A.10.2). Further, the environment in whih they exist may be hanging. Inother words, the strutures are poorly de�ned and the data ow among them is uneven. Indeed, it is thenature of omplex systems that they will eventually beome unstable and fail[5]. Some omplex systemsan be self-aware and self-healing. That is, they monitor aspets of their status and an ompensate.Self-repliating tehnologies.

Figure 1.21: Complex adaptive systems are like the “tube dancer” in that they are continually changing shape in
ways that almost impossible to predict. The tube dancer has a fan under a nylon tube. As the fan runs, the dancer
inflates and develops a shape but the fan isn’t strong enough to keep it totally inflated and it collapses eventually
forming into a new, but related shape. (check permission)
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1.4. Information Resources, Information Processing, and I nforma-
tion Systems
1.4.1. Information ResourcesWhen information is aptured and managed, it beomes an information resoure. When the envi-ronment is stable, and the e�etive representations employed, information an help people adapt tonew situations. When we save representations, they an beome information resoures. Beause it isso useful and beause it an be applied aross situations, information an be olleted and organizedinto information resoures. Moreover, information systems are developed to manage and present theinformation resoures. They are all supported by and must serve soial needs.There many di�erent stimuli in almost any environment but some environments are partiularly rihin information. Organizing ativities. Organizing soial groups.

Figure 1.22: In information-rich environments, there and many possible choices and and many details to be
considered about each choice. (check permission)From aptured representations to information resoures. We distinguish between information represen-tations and resoures. Information resoures di�er most fundamentally in terms of their representationsbut they also di�er in the ways the information is aptured and the ways it used. Information resouresinlude works suh as douments, aggregations suh as databases, distributed ontent suh as neuralnetworks, and model-based simulations. Publishing.

Types of Information ResourcesDouments (2.3.1).
Repositories For any task, a single information resoure suh as a reipe and a book may be allthat's needed. The eology does not does not develop spontaneously but is based on spei�ation andimplementation of poliies.Information environments should support omplex ativities suh as ritial thinking, design, and si-ene. These also introdue a new set of representational frameworks. The struture is an essentialaspet of an information resoure. Suh organizational strutures may range from hierarhial or data-ow models. By adding seondary representations suh as summaries, links, and desriptions. Theneeds of users for information an be supported either by interfaes that allow the users to explore theavailable information, or by interation with other people who may be able to help them.There are pragmati needs for information management. For instane, it is essential that a dotor'spatient reords are available in an emergeny.Desription and aess. Developing approahes for �nding information.Information systems manage sets of information resoures. Resoures evolve and, in fat, entire areasevolve (Fig. 1.24). So the information systems annot be stati. The poliies for their managementinvolves tradeo�s. Colletions of objets have ommon desriptive themes. A simple olletion mayaggregate objets suh as the sea shells piked up at the beah. However, more formal olletions tryto selet objets; they might inlude a range of di�erent shell types. Formal olletions of informationresoures are managed by information institutions (7.2.1), and the items in a olletion may be seleted
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Figure 1.23: Related information resources are collected and aids like summaries, links, and descriptions are useful
in retrieval of resources from those collections. Multiple representations.
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Figure 1.24: Information resources have a lifecycle which starts with planning and ends with disposal of the resource
(though a small amount may be kept forever). In some cases, an old version is replaced by newer versions. In a
broader perspective, parts of the older documents documents are reused and “lifecycle may be seen as a continuum.with some ommon theme. A olletion ould onsist of books by a ertain author, or it may attemptto provide all the important viewpoints on a given issue. With regard to information, this means thatolletions attempt to provide a variety of perspetives on ertain topis. A bibliography is a list ofreords that survey the issues surrounding a given topi, whether or not the olletion atually hasthose reords. Bibliographies are usually generated in response to spei� user requests. They may beeither \desriptive" or \systemati". Tagging the struture of douments with XML.Beyond ensuring auray, an information system should provide useful ontent; thus, the informationmanager must understand the needs and apabilities of the user population. Content in an informationsystem is often assoiated with spei� tasks; when those tasks are omplete, the ontent an bedisarded. Even material that is not task-oriented beomes dated and should be removed. The lifeylefor ontent is illustrated in Fig. 1.24. The management of information ontent neessarily involvestrade-o�s and judgment about seletion, aess, organization, and preservation. It should also berealled that while information resoures an be managed with a lifeyle approah, those resouresmay well have value outside that what is normally onsidered the lifeyle [14].

1.4.2. Modeling Tools and EnvironmentsProgramming environments.Reuse and interoperability. Interoperability at many levels. Levels of interoperability.Applies to networks, Programming languages. Composable simulations. Servies.Agent models.
1.4.3. Information Behavior (Human Information Interacti on)How people use information. These inlude leisure reading (10.2.0) personal information management
(4.11.0) and plagiarism (5.12.3). Cultural fators in information behavior. (5.9.1). Priniple of least e�ort
[17].Information is valuable for people and they reat to it. In some ases, those reations are simple and



1.4. Information Resources, Information Processing, and Information Systems 15preditable. In other ases, the reations are involved. Information is integral to the ompletion oftasks. The information a person uses to omplete tasks often onsists of formal resoures (e.g., journalartiles, books) and in other ases, the information is derived from databases and email messages). Aninformation system an adapt to a user's interests, abilities, and roles. That is, it develops user modelsand task-models. Beyond supporting aess to spei� resoures. Some users are engaged in omplexintelletual ativities.
Figure 1.25: Boy reading. (check permission)

Questioning and SensemakingA type of interativity. People are ontinually evaluating their environment (Fig. 1.26). Searhing forsimple answers. Searhing for omprehension. This is a type of interativity.
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� Environment
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Figure 1.26: People actively interpret what is going on in the world based on their experiences. (Add “action”)

Finding InformationA simple model is typial of most sholarly researh in whih a lot of bakground information is olleted(Fig. 1.27). While these two models, fous on interation with existing resoures, information resouresalso inlude materials whih are generated in the proess of ompleting a task (Fig. 1.28). Suhmaterials may be informal like as notes and annotations or relatively formal suh as working papers.Understanding the tasks required of the user helps us to de�ne information systems. This is very similarto the shemati for soial interation shown earlier and extended in Fig. 1.9. Some deisions, mayinvolve extensive researh (\look") while for others the person already knows the neessary informationand doesn't need to aquire more. This model also desribes ollaborative interation with informationresoures. Look - Deide - Do6�
?

Figure 1.27: A very simple model for using information to complete tasks: Look→Decide→Do.

External

Information

Resources
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Figure 1.28: In still other cases, a significant information artifact is developed and the Developer may refer frequently
to it.
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Critical Thinking and Information QualityMany types of inquiry. We need to worry about whether information is appliable within its pro-�le. Emphasis on rationality. Authority. Quality from professional reputation standing behind it.Information seurity and assurane. Like the analysis required by organizational information systems

(3.4.2).History is presented in media. What do people aept as fatual. Beliefs (4.5.0). The digital onvergenemeans that it is inreasingly easy to modify digital ontent. What do we trust? Users depend on theauray of ontent, whether it is news, sienti�, sholarly information or oÆial reords or diretionsto the nearest restroom. However, there is a lot of inorret information and often just plain distor-tion. Clearly, the piture in Fig. 1.29 is a fake, but other misleading information is well-disguised andintentionally deeptive. As onsumers of information, we have to rely on the redibility of the soure.

Figure 1.29: An obvious fake[2] (left) (check permission - HP) Other fakes are more nefarious (right) and may be the
result of systematic dis-information efforts.

1.4.4. Information ProcessingExtrat and apply regularities. Information interfaes. Making e�etive interation via understandingthe ontext. Computation or information proessing operates on representations. It an inlude thereation of representations and extration of information from them. Indeed, the representations andalgorithms for operating on them go hand-in-hand. Both required for the task to be aomplished.Human information proessing is often more heuristi.Waterfall proess versus interations with feedbak into a knowledgenase.Ideally, information an be generalized to situations beyond whih it is olleted. We an use suhinformation to navigate novel situations. The representations and information proessing tehniquesan be symboli or numeri; that is, the representations an be omprised of symbols (e.g., language) orimages (e.g., photos). When there are unstrutured tasks with many possible outomes, the synthesisof fats (i.e., inferene) of information is often needed.
Classification, Recognition, and RecallClassi�ation. It helps to answer questions suh as: \Is this person Bob Allen?" or \Is this ar aBuik?" (2.1.1).Reognition may our as part of information apture or during retrieval. The identi�ation ofphonemes is a part of speeh reognition systems (11.3.3). Reognition may simply mean identi�ationor ategorization. The opposite proess is also found. Creating an instane from a model. Rendering.This is often useful for simulation.
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InferenceInferene is the integration of information to reah a onlusion and is often a step towards ation.Retrieval and inferene. Inferenes synthesize those fragments. If lear premises an be established,then logial rules an often be applied. However, it's often diÆult to establish the premises so statistialinferene must be used.Even if we have an e�etive representation, we need to be able to operate on it. Information proessingversus omputing. An information system may \know" something (i.e., it is represented in the system)but not be able to retrieve it; this would be a \retrieval failure".Types of inferene: Dedution, Indution, Probabilisti, Statistial, Abdution, Defensible. Rules ofthumb. Heuristis. Logi is one approah to inferene; logi ( A.7.0) is a set of proedures for generatinginferenes from ategories and attributes; one type of basi logial inferene is the syllogism (Fig. 1.30).This type of reasoning is valid only if the ategory assignments are valid. A seond type of infereneis based on statistis or probability. We many infer that the sun will rise tomorrow based sine it hasrisen every other day of our lives. Inferenes made by humans are suseptible to ognitive distortionssuh attentional bias and poor ability to alulate probabilities. We will examine these models moresystematially when we onsider sienti� modeling (9.2.0).
Assertion If all animals breath and
Assertion If Lassie is an animal

Inference Then Lassie breathes.

Figure 1.30: When information is stored as attributes those attributes can often be combined to infer additional
propositions. Inference may be logical or statistical. A syllogism is an example of deductive logical inference.MHR interfae. Automating simple tasks.

Analysis, Analytics, Data Science, and InformaticsAnalysis involves extration of many types of information and many inferenes. The ability to olletand proess large amounts of data makes huge di�erene in soiety. Large data sets Mahine readabledata. DOI for data sets. Existing metadata for sienti� data. Linked and open data. Often integratedfrom di�erent databases.QUOTE Volume, veloity, variety, and veraity. Data olleted from various soures an have di�erentformats from strutured data to text to network/graph data to image, et. Veraity onerns thetrustworthiness of the data as the various data soures an have di�erent reliability. ENDQUTEExploring data. Continual leaning and improving data. Data analysis platform. Unstrutured datasuh text, audio, and video. Appliation of information siene priniples. Comprehensive informationsystems are now interwoven with many aspets of modern soiety. Thus, information management anduse is now essential aross many �elds. Appliation domains for information management. Informatis.Domain spei� appliations for information proessing and management. Domain spei�ity meansthat the data will be siloed and diÆult to ross-referene.Living analytis (5.10.1), Medial data sets (9.9.3), Business reords (7.4.1), Sienti� data sets (9.6.1), andCivi data (8.1.1).Modeling omplex systems. This often has a spei� voabulary system.Medial informatis. Appliations of information to a variety of domains. Chemial informatis. Humangenomes projet. Caner genome. Chemial informatis. Community informatis.Coordinating searh aross federated databases. Neuroinformatis framework. Standardized terminol-ogy for neural information.Organizing the data deluge from sensors. Fig. 1.31
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Figure 1.31: The Protein Data Bank (PDB) is a database with many facts about specific proteins. (check permission)Visualization. Spreadsheet. Data mining. Informatis.
Figure 1.32: Large data sets have proven effective at forecasting everything from baseball to politics.Data analysis organization. Coordinating with other organizational goals and with implementing theresults of the data analysis.

1.4.5. Information Institutions and Professions
ScholarshipStand somewhat apart from soiety to be able to make observations about it.

1.4.6. Information Systems and the Management of Informati on Resources
Variety and Use of Information SystemsInformation systems proess and manage information olletion, storage, and delivery in order to servethe information need. Although the term \information system" is most often assoiated with organiza-tional information systems, there are many types of information systems; searh engines, ollaborativesystems, and databases. Information systems an be as diverse as airline reservation systems, digi-tal libraries, Web servers, or virtual-reality environments. These types of systems add value to rawinformation in several ways: they make information easier to use, redue noise, inrease informationprodut quality, inrease adaptability, and save time and money [13]. We onsider information systemsmore broadly than just those whih serve businesses. Servies siene.
Some Canonical Information SystemsThere are many types of information systems and sometimes they are not easy to disentangle andidentify. Here we desribe some ommon ones.
Databases Metadata bases information retrieval. Medial retrieval systems and GIS Systems. Insome ases, those may inlude information proessing. User interfae for providing aess. Informationsystems help information to show its greatest utility; they help people use information to diret theirations toward a desired outome. To this end, it is helpful to onsider one approximation of howinformation helps people to omplete tasks. Given a goal, a person must Look for information relevant
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Individual Collaborative orOrganizationalContent
Interative

Figure 1.33: Dimensions of information systems.to that goal and use that information to Decide on a ourse of ation, whih they then arry out, or Do.This may be summarized as Look→Decide→Do. For the ompletion of omplex tasks, this sequene isoften repeated as a yle at various stages. More omplex tasks interweave information and ation atseveral levels (7.9.3). Where does the ontent ome from? What makes the systems most e�etive?
Organizational Information Systems: Supporting and Modeling Reasoned Decisions Human interationwith information systems.Deision Support Systems. BDI. Eletroni reords.Organizational information systems Figure 1.34 must be oordinated with organizational goals and,thus, have omplex management issues.

DSS Decision support system

TPS Transaction processing system

EIS Executive information system

EKP Emergent knowledge processes

Figure 1.34: Several types of organizational information systems.

The Web and Search The Web an be thought of as a framework for oordinating sets of informationsystems. In other-words as a ommon-use hypertext. Searh and information retrieval systems.
Experiential Information Systems Movies, Games.Metaverse. Mirror worlds.
Developing and Managing Information SystemsWe have de�ned information systems broadly to inlude many approahes for providing informationto people. An information system is more than a simple tehnology; it also onsists of ontent andusers. Designing, onstruting or using an e�etive information system thus involves muh more thansimply writing a good piee of ode or using the fastest omputer; it requires all of these piees, thetask, the ontent, the users, and the system, to funtion as a oordinated whole. The following setionsoutline various issues for information storage and proessing, use and impat, and ontent and systemmanagement. Developing a design.When information systems are introdued or hanged, they often disrupt existing pratie. Makinginteration easy. Indexing and user interfaes. Information resoures should be easy to aess and touse. Tools for aess. Speifying the ontext in whih an information system will operate. Servies.Risks to information integrity.



20 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13The management of information systems and ontent should reet the types of users and their needs.In addition to managing the information system should be distinguished from managing the ontent. Todevelop a useful information system, it is usually neessary ombine human proedures and tehnologyupgrades: detailed analysis of how the system will be used; a lear vision of the lifeyle of the entiresystem, as well as the ontent; audits and best praties guidelines; the inorporation of new tehnology;and wise information management (7.10.2). Systems also have a lifeyle (Fig. 1.35).
Requirements - Design - Implementation - Evaluation - Maintenance - Retire

?
�

6

Figure 1.35: A simple model for the lifecycle of an information system. We will consider more complex development
processes in later chapters. Note the similarity to other types of information systems.The development and maintenane of a set of information resoures, of the assignment of metadata,and of the underlying information system are often ostly. A business model desribes how these ostswill be reouped. Among the most ommon business models are support for organizational ativitiesdiret payment (akin to a newspaper subsription), and publi servie (as in publi libraries).For an information system to be of value, the information that it ontains must be managed. Deisionsneed to be made about what should be inluded, and also to whom the information should be available.Even when the system has been deployed, ontent often needs to be refreshed. Poor informationmanagement may result in information disasters [6] (Fig. 1.36).

As NATO and the United States continue to deal with diplomatic fallout from Friday’s Chinese embassy
bombing in Belgrade, a senior U.S. intelligence official told Salon NewsNews that the CIA team in charge
of choosing Yugoslav targets does not include any agents or experts with recent on-the-ground experience
in Belgrade.

Speaking on condition of anonymity Tuesday, the official said that no CIA officer with an up-to-date,
walking familiarity with the Yugoslav capital was on the targeting team when China’s embassy was
mistakenly bombed Friday, killing three occupants and injuring 20 more. Nor, apparently, does the CIA
have clandestine spotters in Belgrade helping verify targets picked from maps and satellite photos.

The issue has taken on added gravity because the CIA has admitted it used a partially updated 4-year-
old street map and “educated guesses” to select the target, which was thought to be a Yugoslav arms
agency. In this case, the maps did not show that China had vacated its old property and built a new
embassy elsewhere in 1996, even though American officials, from the U.S. ambassador to the semi-public
chief of the CIA mission, frequented the embassy for events. The U.S. embassy in Belgrade was closed
and its staff evacuated March 24.

Figure 1.36: One example of the problems caused by faulty information[1]. (check permission)

1.5. Infrastructure and TechnologyWhile this text is about information ontent and people's interation with that, it's lear that tehnologyis interwoven and is a signi�ant fator.Interplay of tehnology with ulture. e.g., eletri guitars. Globalization.Supporting infrastruture tehnologies. Complex logistis. Enabling the management of the powergrid, the transportation network. Infrastruture.
1.5.1. Socio-Technical SystemsPeople a�et tehnologies and tehnologies a�et people. Soio-tehnial systems.
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Figure 1.37: Socio-technical co-evolution.

1.5.2. Information TechnologyWhile this text fouses on information systems rather than information tehnologies, it's worthwhileonsidering those tehnologies. Here, we use tehnology in the limited sense of hardware and software.Mobility and Loation TehnologiesRepository EologiesData storage, networking, metadata, analysis tools, institutional poliies.Coordinating sensors, information proessing, memory. Furthermore, the system ontext needs to beonsidered. In the ase of people, this would be the soial environment. Sensors an report about theworld without human observation (Fig. 1.38). Indeed, the proliferation of sensors has ontributed toinreased need for data management.

Figure 1.38: Sensors collect information from their environment. Here, a network of sensors monitors conditions in
a forest. (check permission) (redraw)Advanes in tehnology also a�et a system's viability. System development has beome easier, andthe systems an be more widely deployed. Certain elements of tehnology have also beome muhless expensive: Fig. 1.39 shows the hange in disk pries as a funtion of time. Several other aspetsof omputers, suh as the CPU, network speed, and display size are also hanging rapidly. Indeed,this hange has beome preditable: the onsisteny of the hange in CPU yles was originally notedby the engineer Gordon Moore, so it is known as Moore's Law. This is pattern is driven both bytehnologial developments but also by demand and eonomies of sale. Algorithms, Operating system.Cloud omputing (7.7.2). Virtual mahines.\Half-life of fats".Operating systems, network infrastruture, and systemi evaluations, or audits, an provide that seu-rity. In addition, standards omplement infrastruture development and the improved infrastrutureprovided by hardware and networking is paralleled by greater standardization of ontent so it an be
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Figure 1.39: The cost per megabyte of storage keeps dropping (adapted from[7]).exhanged readily. Not only are individual servies able to operate, but they interoperate with otherservies more easily. Indeed, muh of the suess of the Web may be attributed to developing standardsfor exhanging ontent suh as HTML, HTTP, and MIME.Sensors primarily ollet information (or data). Basi sensors don't proess that information but passit to a entral proessor to make inferenes about it. The data from more omplex sensor networksmay be proessed with sensor fusion in several layers.Objets, XML, Java
1.5.3. Information Institutions and InfrastructureInformation is integral to a great deal of soial omplex soial interation. In a sense, it is the gluethat holds organizations, ommunities, and even ultures together. Information is so important thatlarge institutions for managing it have been developed. Balaning long-term needs of soiety for long-term interest in reliable information. Like all institutions these information institutions have routinizedation. In this ase, the routine helps to ensure the proper handling of the information. Given thisentral role, signi�ant soial institutions need to be developed. The way we identify and segmentthese institutions is itself a matter of soial struturing (5.1.2). Institutions reet legal, historial, andultural traditions. Data management institutions ((se:datainstitutions)).

Figure 1.40: One of the lions at the entrance to the Research Division of the New York Public Library. The reading
room at the British Library.

1.6. The Language of InformationThe onepts surrounding information are omplex and inonsistently applied. Here, we disuss someof these ambiguities though we will enounter others throughout the text. This text has attempted toavoid taking strong theoretial positions. Rather, it emphasizes ommon phenomenon.
1.6.1. Data, Information, and KnowledgeWe have adopted the simple de�nition of information as abstration of the world that is held in arepresentation. Unlike most others, we don't start by making a strong distintion between data andinformation. Information is the ontent whih �lls models and representations whereas learning is a



1.6. The Language of Information 23hange in the struture of the representation. There are many other de�nitions of information [4]. Inseveral ways, the representations are at least as important as the information whih onstitutes thatinformation.It is often laimed that there is a hierarhy from Data to Information to Knowledge, spei�ally,information and knowledge are said to inlude more ontext than data. However, the terms are usedso inonsistently that the ontinuum is at t, only an approximation. Organization and struture are atype of information.Data might inlude just a table of values whereas information and knowledge might be inlude aparagraph of text or knowledge in a person's head. Another dimension onerns the generality ofthe knowledge. Data or information is often about individual entities whereas knowledge more oftenonerns ategories and lasses. It is often thought to be part of a broader system. If that user realizesthat they have a need for that piee of ontent, then at that point it eases to be data and beomesinformation. The term knowledge is sometimes used to mean that an individual possesses the minimumamount of information neessary to aomplish a ertain task, suh as having the know-how to �x aat biyle tire [3].Rather than trying to �t onfusing terms suh as ?data?, ?information?, and ?knowledge? it seems tobe more useful to onsider the way ontent is often proessed. Distintions may also be made aboutthe ontext and rihness of information but these three terms are used so loosely that they have lostmost of their meaning (Fig. 1.41). Useful information and information quality. Attitudes as ognitiveonstruts. Complexity. Computing.Collet representations about the worldOrganize and summarize those resultsIntegrate with other information and beliefsApply them to making a deision?
Figure 1.41: The information value chain describe important levels of activities for processing stored information. A
great many services can be applied to information resources.The simplest type of information is fats about the natural world whih an on�rmed and explained.By omparison, fats and onstruts about the soial interation are generally muh more subjetive.We tend to have beliefs about suh things. In fat, there is a lot of debate about what is real and whatis epiphenomena given the uid nature of soial relationships. Beause soial systems are so omplexand adaptive, it is diÆult to make �rm preditions about their behavior.

Information Defined by its Effect on RecipientsBy the de�nition we have adopted, information is a property of the representation but one of themain priniples for the DIKW approah, above is that information depends on its e�et on the user.Indeed, the emphasis on the reipient is essential for personalized information servies suh as basedon relevane. Potential information.
Information Reduces Uncertainty and Allows Accurate Predictions to be MadeA related de�nition of information is that it \redues unertainty". This is derived from Shannon [10]though we note several issues and impliations. Information allows people to make e�etive preditionsabout the future. In this sense, information helps people to interat more e�etively with our world,thus inuening the way we think and at. This de�nition fouses on the utility of information for apartiular person; it has meaning beause it helps a person onstrut their ations. The �rst, is thathow we measure unertainly. Shannon de�ned it in terms of bits ( A.1.1), but that is often diÆult toapply in omplex situations involving humans. A seond diÆulty is that although unertainly may beredued, that may not be mean the information is aurate.



24 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13If I believed somebody who told me that today is Tuesday when it is atually Wednesday, would weonsider that information. There are several ways this puzzle ould be addressed. Information may helpa person to predit the future. Or, perhaps that information helps a person to make good deisions.Another important distintion is that information is a onstrut at the system level. Thus informationas a non-physial interation between two systems whih results in a hange of behavior of the reeivingsystem.Experiential tehnologies. What do we experiene as reality?
1.6.2. Epistemology: Beliefs, Facts, Objectivity, and Rea lityWe generally think of a fat as a statement whih onforms to pereption of the external world. \Thisbook is red." There are also fat based on de�nitions: suh as \ 2+2=4". There may also be abstratmodels: \Atoms are omposed of protons, eletrons, and neutrons". Even soial de�nitions are inluded\Jane and Pat are married." In most ases, this is straightforward. However, it an be ompliatedwhen the observation of the external world is ambiguous or when the statements are about omplexproesses. Indeed, there is a long philosophial debate about the nature of the physial world and ourpereptions of it.

How do we Know?Knowing from diret sensation. Knowing from siene (positivist). Knowledge in doing. In some ases,information may be embedded in proedures for getting things done.However, we develop onstruts beyond what is known by our immediate senses.In general, daily life requires that we aept ertain fats about our world; objets exist, we an a�etthe world around us, and we an gather data about that world. Truth, then, is ongruene with theworld. However, there are many ways that a statement an be on�rmed in the ontext of world. Inmost ases, the statements are made in the ontext of a broad oneptual system suh as a sienti�or ultural analysis.Even sienti� \fats" aren't absolute. Histori fats (ounter examples). But this is not to say thatall soial fats should be dismissed.Dislosure of potential biases. Neutral viewpoint. Rather than attempting to determine an absolutetruth about a situation \objetivity" is better thought of the pratie or poliy of avoiding overt personalreferenes or personal interpretation to whatever extent that is possible. Rather, it objetivity an bethought of as following logial inferenes and also of providing as many signi�ant perspetives frommany people in the population.Journalism onsists of poliies whih generally improve the quality and auray of news. Journalistifairness rather than objetivity (1.6.2).Rather than being objetive in some absolute sense, journalists, for instane, attempt to maintain aneutral point of view Neutral viewpoint. with regard to their reporting of observable fats. Even ifobjetivity is not possible, a journalist may try to be an \honest broker" of information. For instane,they need to fairly represent opinions relevant to minorities in soiety. Another position is that andthat news organizations should state their positions diretly. Note that this is di�erent from alwayspresenting exatly two alternatives. Even if there is no absolute objetivity that does not imply thatall alternatives are equally plausible. Relativism argues that there is no objetivity. How to make anobjetive presentation of information. Objetives weighted by population, by expertise, or by outliers.Computational journalism.
Common Sense and IntelligenceCommon-sense. Watson omputer program as ommon sense.We have a rih language for desribing human information proessing ativities, suh as \thinking"



Information: A Fundamental Construct 25and \reativity". There has always been extensive ontroversy about the de�nition of \intelligene".Can we separate the proess from the ontent? Many skills assoiated with proessing informationare important for soial suess. These skills olletively may be alled \intelligene". It is diÆult todetermine what proesses are involved. Is it a general fator or is it situation?Arti�ial intelligene. Often assoiated with attribute-based models. Turing test (11.10.4).[??] Is intelli-gene task-spei� or is it general?Eonomi apital, soial apital, symboli apital.
1.6.3. Theories and FrameworksIn this text, we have avoided taking strong theoretial positions. However, the theories an provide alens with whih to understand relationships.

General Systems Theory

Social TheoriesSoial theories are typially onerned with soial strutures and the funtion of soial onventions.Struturation and adaptive struturation theory. Deonstrutionism attempts ounter struturalistapproahes.Struture-funtion. System theory or systemi ation. Ativity theories. Coherene and homeostasis.Soial onstrutivist theories.Soiety. Tehnology. Ageny and ation. Does the tehnology have ageny. Situated ation. Pratialation. Struture vs Funtion. In some ases, we emphasize struture. For instane, in understandingnatural language we might fous on syntax. In other ases, we emphasize funtion. In the ase ofnatural language we might fous on how language is use to aomplish tasks rather than on how thingsare said.Like the tube daner, the are often many onstraints in omplex systems but there is also a lot ofexibility. Intervention in a omplex adaptive system is often triky.Struture in representation, institutions. Funtion in rules.
Paradigms for Studying InformationMany �elds involved in the study of siene. Learning. Librarianship, business. Psyhology There aremany ways to study information. Soial siene (9.2.1).

Exercises
Short Definitions:

Abstraction
Compositionality

Context

Data

Digital convergence

Entertainment
Feedback

Homeostasis

Information

Information resource
Information value chain

Lifecycle (content)

Lifecycle (system)

Moore’s Law

Objectivity
Positivism

Recognition

Relativism

Representation

Retrieval failure

Semantics

Structure

System

Top-down processing

Review Questions:
1. Explain how information relates to information systems. (1.1.1)

2. What makes a representation effective? (1.1.2)

3. Describe typical representation (1.1.2) for: a) music, b) images, c) video?

4. Distinguish between lifecycle of the content and the system lifecycle. (1.4.1)
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5. How is recognition different from classification? (1.4.4, 2.1.2)

6. Identify three information sources in your school or university. How are they managed? (1.5.2)

7. Give an example of how an information system has transformed an organization. (1.5.2, 5.7.0)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Describe several different senses in which a video program (e.g., a television sitcom) has “structure”. ((sec:structure))

2. Identify three information systems and describe their representation, information processing techniques, content, and
typical use. (1.1.2)

3. In what sense do the following employ representations: a book, a library collection, a library index, a video game. (1.1.2)

4. Give an example of failed information systems introduction in an organization. (1.2.3)

5. There is a saying that “content is king” which suggests that in a highly networked world, content is more valuable than
the communication medium. Do you agree? Give an example. (1.4.0)

6. Interview a friend about a situation in which they needed to find information and the strategies they adopted to do that
and the difficulties they may have encountered. (1.4.3)

7. Describe what types of inference techniques can be applied to the following types of representations: a data model,
formal logic, numerical descriptions. (1.4.4,  A.7.0)

8. Estimate how many Web servers there are in the state or country where you live. Then, estimate the average number
of pages on each server and the average number of bytes per page. Finally, calculate the approximate total number of
bytes available. (1.5.2)

9. The Web is growing rapidly. Estimate how large your answer to the previous question will be in two more years. Explain
how you derived this estimate. (1.5.2)

10. Write an equation for Moore’s Law. (1.5.2)

11. As of this writing (2009) a fast CPU is about 4 Giga-Hertz. If Moore’s Law continues to apply, how fast will processors
be in 2020? (1.5.2)

12. Are video games an information genre? (1.6.0, 6.3.7, 11.7.0)

13. Does fiction convey information? Does a sculpture convey information? Does an antelope convey information? Explain.
(1.6.1)

14. Flowers have evolved with distinctive shapes and colors to attract certain insects. Would you say the flowers have learned
to convey information? (1.6.1)

15. Is gossip a type of information? (1.6.1)

16. If you were viewing a basketball game, would you say that information is inherent in the basketball game or is it there
only for the players and the viewers? (1.6.1)

17. There are many difficulties with definitions of information (1.6.1). Give your definition of “information” and discuss the
following puzzles:
a) Do nerve impulses in your brain carry information?
b) Where is the information in an organization?
c) Distinguish between “information acquisition” and “learning”.
d) Distinguish between “information” and “entertainment”.

Going Beyond:
1. Is it possible to estimate the total amount of information there is in the world? (1.6.1)

2. Can we have information without structure? (1.6.1)

3. Develop a model that could learn square-waves like the example in Fig. 1.17. (1.1.2)

4. Since somebody searching for information is necessarily in a different context from the person who created the information,
how is the searcher ever be sure the context is correct? Is there a tendency to uncritically accept such information. (1.1.3,
5.12.0)

5. What is the connection between the development of the printing press and the rise of science in Renaissance Europe?

6. How important are language and words for defining expectations and social interactions? (1.4.3, 6.2.1)

7. Do you agree with the statement that “Whatever a person believes is true for that person”. (1.4.3, 4.5.0)

8. List the information resources in your immediate environment. (1.5.2)

9. Keep an information diary for two hours while at your school. Describe what information resources you access. (1.5.2)

10. Does a computer program have intentions? (1.6.1)

11. What is common sense? (1.6.0)

12. What does it mean to understand what somebody else is saying? (1.6.1)

13. Are there always “two sides to every question”? (1.6.2)
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14. What are some of the difficulties with the concept of “objectivity”. (1.6.2)

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: Introduce the concept of information as a fundamental construct. Representations. Modeling.
Definitions.
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